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Abstract This paper deals with a receiver for the DS-CDMA downlink. User signals are transmitted

synchronously using orthogonal spreading codes. Multipath propagation of the transmission

channel generates inter-chip interference which deteriorates performance. Linear chip-level

equalization followed by a filter matched to the code of the desired user allows performance to be

improved. We show that an infinite-length implementation of the linear MMSE chip-level equalizer

can be achieved using two recursive filters optimized from a blind criterion. Simulation results over

a multipath Rayleigh channel show that the proposed receiver outperforms the finite-length

implementation of the linear MMSE receiver and the ideal RAKE receiver.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the downlink of direct spread code division multiple access (DS-CDMA) systems, the users within a

same cell are transmitted synchronously using orthogonal spreading codes. In a single-cell system,

interference is then exclusively created by multipath components, generating both multiple access

interference between users and inter-chip interference for a single user. Linear receivers have shown their

efficiency in restoring orthogonality among users by reducing the distortion induced by the multipath



channel. These linear receivers are built with a linear chip-level equalizer followed by a matched filter to

the spreading code of the desired user [1-9], refered as code-matched filter in the following. When the

number of users is large and/or the spreading factor is weak, performance of these linear receivers is

better than the performance of the RAKE receiver.

In practice, the chip-level equalizers are implemented from finite-length discrete filters. So, the linear

chip-level equalizer is often implemented by a transversal filter leading to a sub-optimum realization. In

this paper, we show that linear receiver based on chip-level equalization can be optimally realized by

using two recursive filters, a matched filter to the transmission channel and a matched filter to the code of

the desired user. From this theoretical approach, we propose to implement the receiver with two recursive

blind adaptive filters and a classical RAKE receiver.

Section II describes the transmission scheme for the DS-CDMA downlink. A structural decompositon of

linear receivers for the downlink DS-CDMA is given in section III. Section IV proposes a low-

complexity implementation for this receiver. Section V presents the performance of the proposed receiver

and gives a comparison with the RAKE receiver performance over a multipath Rayleigh fading channel.

Section VI gives our conclusions.

II. SIMULATION SCHEME

The information data of user k  are mapped on the symbol sequence ak nTk( ) ∈ ±1± j( ) 2{ }  with

variance a
2  at rate 1 Tk . Amplitude Ak  and spreading code ck  are assigned to user k  of the system. The

spreading codes of the K  users of a same cell are assumed orthogonal. Spreading code ck  is a vector of



Fk  chips ck pTc[ ] where Tc  is the chip duration, Fk  is the spreading factor of user k , and Tk = FkTc . After

spreading, the contributions of the K  users are summed and scrambled by a long pseudo-random

complex sequence whose p th chip is s pTc[ ]. Then, we define the chip-rate multi-user symbol as d pTc[ ]

d pTc[ ] = s pTc[ ] Akak pTc[ ]ck pTc[ ]
k =1

K

∑ (1)

where ak pTc[ ] = ak nTk( ) when pTc ∈ nTk ; n +1( )Tk[ [ .

Because of the scrambling sequence, the multi-user symbols can be modeled as stationary, white, circular

and zero-mean with power d
2  given by

d
2 = a

2 Ak
2

Fkk =1

K

∑ (2)

Multi-user symbols are transmitted through a time-invariant discrete equivalent transmission channel

H z( ) = hlz
− l

l = 0

L∑ , which encompasses the effects of pulse shaping, multipath channel and reception

filtering. Both thermal noise and inter-cell interference are modeled by a complex additive white

Gaussian noise w pTc[ ], stationary and circular, with zero mean and variance w
2 .

The observation at the receiver input has the following expression

r pTc[ ] = hld p − l( )Tc[ ]
l = 0

L

∑ + w pTc[ ] (3)

Interference between multi-user symbols impairs the orthogonality of the spreading codes leading to poor

performance when a code-matched filter is used to detect the user information. Improvements can be

obtained by using a RAKE receiver or, even better, a linear chip-level equalizer followed by a filter

matched to the code of the desired user. This latter receiver is depicted in figure 1 and detects the user



associated with spreading code m . The decision on the information symbol of user m  at the output of the

receiver is denoted ˆ a m nTm( ).

Zero forcing (ZF) or minimum mean square error (MMSE) equalizers can be considered. In a DS-CDMA

context, the power of the noise w
2  includes extra-cell interference and thermal noise, which are never

equal to zero. Because a ZF equalizer tends to increase the power of noise at its output, it is usually more

attractive to use an MMSE equalizer which makes a compromise between interference suppression and

noise enhancement [3][5][8].

Then, the optimum linear filter F z( ) can be optimized following the MSE criterion

min
F z( )

E y pTc[ ] − d pTc[ ]2{ } (4)

where y pTc[ ] denotes the output of the equalizer F z( ).

The linear MMSE chip-level equalizer F z( ) is given by the Wiener formula

F z( ) = d
2H * 1 z*( ) H z( )H* 1 z*( ) d

2 + w
2[ ]−1

(5)

where the superscript * stands for complex conjugate.

r pTc[ ] ˆ a m nTm( )
F z( )

chip-level 
 equalizer

code-matched filter 
to user m

y pTc[ ]

Fig 1. Linear MMSE receiver (LMMSE) for the DS-CDMA downlink



III. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF THE LINEAR MMSE RECEIVER

In practice, the linear MMSE receiver presented figure 1 has to be implemented by a finite-length chip-

level transversal filter followed by a code-matched filter [3][6][7]. Because of the finite-length of the

equalizer, the transversal linear MMSE receiver (T-LMMSE) is sub-optimum. Moreover, according to the

transmission context, the transversal filter may need a very large number of coefficients to reach the

performance of the infinite-length LMMSE receiver. Note that if the number of coefficients is too large,

the complexity of the receiver can become prohibitive. In order to give a solution to this problem, we

show that it is possible to implement an infinite-length version of the MMSE equalizer from recursive

filters. The proposed receiver, called recursive linear MMSE (R-LMMSE) receiver, is realized from two

recursive filters in front of a channel-matched filter followed by a filter matched to the code of the desired

user, the whole structure being equivalent to the optimum linear MMSE receiver presented in section II.

In order to describe the R-LMMSE receiver structure, we use spectral factorization properties. There is a

unique solution [10] to  the following expression

H z( )H* 1 z *( ) d
2 + w

2 = SG z( )G* 1 z*( ), (6)

when G z( ) = 1+ gl z
− l

l =1

L∑  is constrained to be a minimum phase filter. In this case, S  is a positive value.

Then, the following relation gives the transfer function F z( ) (4) of the infinite-length MMSE equalizer

F z( ) = d
2

S

1

G z( )
1

G* 1 z*( ) H* 1 z*( ) (7)

As G z( ) is a causal and minimum phase filter, i.e. with its roots inside the unit circle, 1 G z( )  can be

implemented by a recursive stable filter. On the other hand, the transfer function G* 1 z*( ) is anticausal



and its roots are outside the unit circle, so it is impossible to implement directly 1 G* 1 z*( ) by a

recursive filter. Nevertheless, the filtering by 1 G* 1 z*( ) of an input sequence can be decomposed into a

time-reverse operation on the input sequence, a filtering by 1 G z( )  of the time-reversed input sequence

and a new time-reverse of the filtered sequence [11][12]. Consequently, the infinite-length MMSE

equalizer F z( ) can be implemented as depicted in figure 2 using two recursive filters followed by a filter

matched to the equivalent discrete channel. In figure 2, TR*  represents the time-reverse operation which

takes a N -chips sequence at its input, and delivers the reverse and conjugate input sequence at its output.

r pTc[ ]
H* 1 z*( )

y pTc[ ]
d
2 S

1

G z( ) TR*
1

G z( ) TR*
ˆ a m nTm( )code-matched filter 

to user m

Fig 2. Recursive linear MMSE receiver (R-LMMSE)

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE R-LMMSE RECEIVER

Firstly, let us discuss of the RAKE receiver which consists of “fingers”, each one corresponding to a

delayed path of the received signal. In CDMA systems, the operator defines the number of fingers and the

path searcher determines the delays. Since the chip period is very small, let us assume that delays are

multiple of one chip period. Using this hypothesis, it can be demonstrate [1] that a RAKE receiver with

L + 1 fingers separated by a chip period is equivalent to the concatenation of the channel-matched filter

with the filter matched to the code of the desired user. Moreover, if the L + 1 coefficients of the discrete

equivalent channel H z( ) are known at the receiver side, the RAKE is ideal. Remarks that if delay

between each path is lower than a chip period, it is possible to over-sample the input of the recursive filter

at a rate higher than 1 Tc . This modification can be realized from the results presented in [13].



Nevertheless, this latter modification increases the complexity of the receiver. For a practical point of

view and to the detriment of optimality, the RAKE receiver can be implemented with a number of fingers

lower than L + 1. According to the previous discussion, the R-LMMSE receiver depicted figure 3, can be

seen as a pre-filtering in front of a RAKE receiver.

r pTc[ ] 1

G z( ) TR*
1

G z( ) TR* RAKE
ˆ a m nTm( )

Fig 3. The recursive LMMSE receiver involves the RAKE receiver

Now, in order to compute the coeffcients of filter G z( ), we propose a low-complexity blind method.

Blind determination of the filter G z( ) is interesting because none information on the system is needed.

Let us denote e pTc[ ] as the output of the recursive filter depicted in figure 4

e pTc[ ] = r pTc[ ] − GTEp (8)

with   G = g1LgL[ ]T
,   Ep = e p −1( )Tc[ ]Le p − L( )Tc[ ][ ]T

, and the superscript T  stands for transposition.

We can show that the output of filter 1 G z( )  has a constant power spectral density [13][14].

Consequently, the recursive filter 1 G z( )  is the unique stable recursive filter whitener of its input r pTc[ ] .

This filter is obtained when vector G  minimizes the power of the predictive error at the output of the

recursive filter

J G( ) = E e pTc[ ] 2{ } (9)



There are a few algorithms available to minimize J G( ) , e.g., the stochastic gradient algorithm. Because

the filter is recursive, the gradient algorithm cannot be exactly computed, but the following relation gives

an efficient approximate algorithm [15][16]

G p = Gp −1 + G e pTc[ ]Ep (10)

where G  is a step size and   G0 = 0L0[ ]T .

This low-complexity solution has been often criticized [17][18] for its possible instability or wrong

convergence. Effectively, if the zeros of G z( ) are close to the unit circle, the step size is too large or the

length of recursive filter is badly estimated, then the adaptive recursive filter can become unstable or

converge to a local minimum. Nevertheless, in a DS-CDMA context, the power of the noise w
2  is never

equal to zero and consequently the zeros of G z( ) are rather distant from the unit circle, which confers a

good robustness to the adaptive recursive filter. Besides, a step size lower than 0.003 and a number of

coefficients greater than the channel length L  for the recursive filter give excellent results. Since the

maximum delay spread of the channel is roughly known for a given transmission environment, the latter

constraint can be easily respected. In addition, this blind adaptive recursive filter was largely tested with

success in real or simulated time-variant contexts without visible instability [13][14].

ˆ a m nTm( )
RT* RAKERT*

e pTc[ ]

G z( )− 1

+
r pTc[ ]

G z( )− 1

+

+ Path searcher

min
G

E e pTc[ ] 2{ }

Fig 4. Implementation of the R- LMMSE receiver



Implementation of the R-LMMSE is depicted in figure 4. The time-reversed process constraints the R-

LMMSE to work on a bufferized sequence of N  chips. During this sequence, the channel must be

invariant or slowly variant. Block computation is required which includes the following states:

I. From a bufferized sequence of N  samples r pTc[ ] , coefficients of filter G  are determined by the

blind adaptive algorithm (10). After N  iterations, we assume that vector G  is close to its optimum

value and can be used in the R-LMMSE receiver.

II. The bufferized sequence is filtered by the recursive filter. At its output, the N -length chip

sequence is time-reversed and conjugated.

III. The time-reversed sequence is filtered anew by the recursive filter, time-reversed, conjugate and

presented at the input of the RAKE receiver.

V. RESULTS

We plot the bit error rate (BER) versus the signal to noise ratio Eb N0 , where Eb is the energy per bit of

the desired user and N0  corresponds to the single-sided power spectral density of the additive noise. The

MFB curve gives the performance of the matched filter bound.

Fig. 5 presents a performance comparison between the R-LMMSE and the T-LMMSE (see section III)

over a time-invariant channel with 5 coefficients 2 − 0.4 j;1.5 +1.8 j;1;1.2 − 1.3j;0.8 + 1.6j[ ]. The T-

LMMSE is realized with a 13 coefficients transversal equalizer followed by a code-matched filter. The R-

LMMSE also has 13 coefficients, 4 coefficients in each recursive filter and 5 coefficients in the channel-



matched filter allowing an ideal RAKE receiver to be realized. The spreading factor is assumed the same

for all users and equal to 32. As described in section IV, the coefficients of the equalizer are updated on a

slot duration with N =2560 chips.
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Figure 5. Performance comparison between the T-LMMSE and the R-LMMSE

over a time-invariant channel.

For the simulation results shown in figure 5, the equivalent discrete channel is assumed known at the

receiver side in order to have an optimal computation of the different filters. In the single user case, the R-

LMMSE and the T-LMMSE receiver have the same performance. Nevertheless, when the cell is full-

loaded, the R-LMMSE receiver allows better performance because it realizes an infinite-length chip

equalizer whereas the T-LMMSE is based on a finite-length equalizer.



Figure 6 presents a performance comparison between the RAKE and the R-LMMSE receivers over a

slowly Rayleigh fading channel. To simplify the simulation, the channel is assumed different over each

slot and time-invariant over the slot duration. A slot includes N =2560 chips which corresponds to the

length of the UMTS slot. The ITU Vehicular A Rayleigh channel is considered, whose parameters are

slightly modified in order to give path delay multiple of chip duration according to table 1.
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison between the R-LMMSE and

the optimum RAKE over the Vehicular A channel.

Path 1 2 3 4 5 6

Delay (x Tc) 0 1 3 4 7 10

Mean power (x dB) -3.14 -4.14      -12.14 -13.14 -18.14 -23.14

TABLE 1. Parameters of the multipath Rayleigh channel



The spreading factor is the same for all users and equal to 16. We consider three loads for the system: 1, 8

and 16 users. The recursive filter is computed from the adaptive blind algorithm proposed in section IV.

There are 10 coefficients in each recursive filters and the step size of the adaptive algorithm (10) is equal

to 0.003. The RAKE receiver is assumed ideal (section IV).

When there is a single user in the cell, performance of the RAKE and the R-LMMSE receivers is the

same. In this case, the filter F z( ) tends towards a channel-matched filter. When the number of users

increases, a simple channel-matched filter for F z( ) is unsufficient. Since filter F z( ) compensates the

frequency selectivity of the transmission channel, the performance of the R-LMMSE is better than RAKE

receiver performance.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper have presented an infinite-length implementation of the LMMSE receiver for the DS-CDMA

downlink. From a structural analysis, the infinite-length LMMSE receiver has been decomposed as a

RAKE receiver preceded by two recursive filters. A blind optimization of the recursive adaptive filters

has been proposed which only needs the output of the discrete channel to work. No prior knowledge

about the system such as the number of users in the cell, their spreading factors or the estimation of the

noise variance is needed. Simulations results have shown that the proposed receiver, called R-LMMSE, is

equivalent to the infinite-length LMMSE receiver. So, the R-LMMSE performance is always better than

the performance of the RAKE receiver and especially when the system is strongly loaded. Note that in

this paper, an ideal RAKE receiver has been considered which must be replaced in further work by a

more classical implementation with only few fingers.
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